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ANALYSIS

Child/youth lead, based 
on empowerment, 

validating their 
experience, meeting 
them where they are,
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POLICIES

We need to challenge negative stereotypes of children 
and youth

Negative media coverage
Labelling and low aspirations
Seeing the behaviour not the child or his/her 

experience behind it
Prevalent discrimination
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PROGRAMMES & MEASURES

A few examples….
1.Respect? Campaign – www.thesite.org
2.Young Voices/ Kids Count
3.Street work for children & youth
4.Voices from Care / Powe4Youth…
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BARRIERS

“They might think they know what we want but they 
don’t know until they ask us.”Silvia Jarvinen, Finnish 
Children’s Parliament age 12

•Participation has to be undertaken freely
•Young people have to trust & know what’s in it for 
them
•Young peoples views must be respected

« What works for young people is being respected, 
being listened to, being supported in difficult 
situations, having their contributions valued and 
having feedback » Mat Crozier, Include Youth



COMPASS FOR ACTION

Raise awareness of the UNCRC

Support changes to parental behaviour and attitudes 

Ensure professionals have appropriate training to 
understand and implement principles of participation

Ensure children & young people have access to 
information about matters that concern them in an easy 
and understandable form

Consult with children and young people on a much 
more regular basis on what is important to them in their 
day-to-day lives

Eurochild members exchange seminar, 2 October 2008 on child & youth participation
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